
Amazon Stores 2018 
New Features!
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The in-store experience is key for brands 
to drive shopper loyalty and increase sales. 
Amazon Stores—a DIY solution that allows 
vendors and sellers to create their own 
brand stores on Amazon.com-- provides 
customers with an immersive virtual shopping 
experience.

It’s free, easy, and completely self-service for 
any Amazon vendor or seller who is also a 
brand owner.

Why create an Amazon Store?

Building an Amazon Store helps drive shopper 
engagement, with a curated destination for 
customers to not only shop your products but 
also learn more about your brand.

Key features include:
Unique design: Choose from a selection of 
design templates with varying store layouts 
and customizable features to best showcase 
your brand.

STORES

Bring the in-store experience online with a custom brand 
destination on Amazon.com.

Custom curation: Feature a dynamic or 
handpicked assortment of products along with 
optional multimedia content to enhance the 
customer shopping experience.

Integrated promotion: Use built-in social 
features like social sharing buttons, coupled 
with promotional extensions such as Headline 
Search Ads, to drive store awareness and 
traffic.

Get the most out of your Amazon Store - 
Customize your store space
No two stores are the same—design yours to 
fit your brand and share it with customers via 
a unique store URL (www.amazon.com/your 
brand).

The Store Builder tool empowers brand 
owners to create their own stores in minutes 
and have them live within 72 hours. A simple, 
self-service interface means anyone can easily 
create a store—no prior website experience 
required.
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The Stores insights dashboard allows you to view your Store’s daily visitors, page views and 
view attributed sales by page and by traffic source. You can also create a source tag for your 
Store URL, which you can use to track traffic from specific sources. Also, the data is available 
in aggregate and daily grain views to help you monitor and analyze Store’s performance over 
time.

Amazon Stores now offers traffic and sales information to 
help optimize store performance. 

*NEW!* Amazon Stores Insights Dashboard

You can now:

• View daily visitors, page views and attributed sales by 
page and traffic source

• Create a source tag for your Store URL to track traffic 
from specific sources

• Track aggregate and daily data over time
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DASHBOARD

Amazon Stores improved insights dashboard 
provides a full range of metrics to help you 
understand and measure your Store’s page 
and source attributed performance in:

• Stores daily visitors
• Stores page views
• Page views per visitor
• Sales($)
• Sales units

New range of metrics available

NEW
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• The overview tab provides you with 
a helicopter view of your Store’s 
performance. 

• Overall views and visitors allow you to 
measure the visibility and visitor volume 
of your Store. You can break these metrics 
down by page and traffic source. 

• Watch for Prime Day traffic!
• 

INSIGHTS

Monitor the overall performance of your store.

NEW
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MEASURE

You can measure:

• Amazon organic traffic
• Headline Search traffic
• External traffic from outside of Amazon. 
• Source tags to track specific sources

Understand the contribution of each traffic source

NEW
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The traffic tab helps you 
understand:

• Your Store’s contribution to 
your overall brand awareness 
on Amazon. 

• Your total visitors and page 
views. 

• Traffic sources and pages, 
broken down

TRAFFIC

Measure the overall traffic of your Store.

NEW
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REPORTING

• The pages tab provides you with a full 
overview of the performance of all the 
different pages of your Store. 

• Understand which page is driving the best 
performance against all available metrics, 
or which page is not receiving enough 
traffic.

Examine the performance of each of your pages

NEW
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• The sales tab provides you the 
ability to deep dive on the units 
sold and sales data for your 
Store. 

• You can see which pages and 
traffic sources are driving the 
most sales and units sold, to 
optimize your marketing and 
advertising activities.

• 

SALES

Analyze Store’s impact on your sales

NEW


